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Vector electric airsoft gun

The best electric airsoft gun for you depends on your preferences, budget and other factors. Each airsoft player has their own unique preferences in terms of weight, feel, price, etc. However, most airsoft players agree that you can't err with the VFC Avalon MK18 Carbine Airsoft Rifle, Black/Tan as detailed above. Are
airsoft electric guns good? Yes. The electric variety of airsoft guns is the most popular. The electric version has the potential to reach more than 500 FPS or even more. In addition, airsoft electric weapons seem quite tactical in terms of aesthetics. Add the fact that the rechargeable batteries of the electric weapons are
economical and you have one more reason to take the electric route. Is a 300 FPS airsoft pistol good? The FPS you prefer depends on your unique preferences, play style and expectations. If you are using a pistol, 300 FPS will suffice. However, if you are shooting targets beyond 25-30 feet away, 300 FPS may not hit
these targets as effectively as desired. In general, field weapons are typically 350 FPS to 400 FPS or more. What is best for Airsoft - Gas or Electric? The answer to this question depends on your unique preferences and style of play. Shooters often lean toward spring guns, while those who favor the race and the style of
play of weapons favor the electric variety. Those who play in comparatively small environments with pistols often lean toward gas-powered weapons. In fact, the variety of gas is often referred to as a pistol. This gun fires faster and stronger than those powered by springs. Electric guns are the most popular for the game of
airsoft. This variety is economically efficient thanks to its rechargeable battery. In addition, electric weapons are highlighted by different shooting modes and selective shooting capabilities, giving them a true mass appeal with players of all skill levels and play styles. MSRP: $449.00 Licensed KRISS Vector GEN II housing,
KRISS Vector GEN II licensed folding stock, Licensed CHALLENGE® Low Profile flip up sights Fire selectorambidextrous, Semi, two-round explosion, full automatic fire modes; Ambidextrous safetyKRISS Vector GEN II pivoting trigger ING DE 1913 picatinny top rail, MIL-STD 1913 picatinny bottom rail8mm VECTOR
gearbox, KRYTAC FET integrated system, electronic triggerFerrita change spring, padded cylinder head, relief cutting cylinder window, adjustable rotary hop-up, 30K neodymium magnets resistant to temperature and wear, high torque, short type motor Find A Dealer Muzzle Speed (0.20g)USA: 350 – 380FPS (107-
116m/s)Canada: 380 – 400FPS
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